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ABSTRACT:Finding the requested object within a big and unclear dataset is a difficult process that requires both time 

and computational complexity. Several study methodologies were suggested to resolve these issues. Of them, using the 

K-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm is the most straightforward, effective, and efficient method.This method has uses 

in a number of areas, including pattern recognition, text classification, moving object detection, etc. Several scholars 

under varied circumstances have suggested numerous kNN algorithms. We divided these strategies into two categories 

in this paper: kNN approaches that are (1) structure-based and (2) non-structure-based.The purpose of this work is to 

examine each kNN technique's main premise, benefits, drawbacks, and target data. The structure based kNN techniques 

such as Ball Tree, k-d Tree, Principal Axis Tree , Orthogonal Structure Tree, Nearest Feature Line\s(NFL), Center Line 

and Non-structured kNN techniques\ssuch as Weighted kNN, Condensed NN, Model based k-NN,\sRanked NN 

(RNN), Pseudo/Generalized NN, Clustered kNN(CkNN), Mutual kNN (MkNN), Constrained RkNN etc., are analyzed 

in this paper. It has been noted that memory constraints affect structure-based kNN approaches, whereas computation 

complexity affects non-structure-based kNN techniques. As a result, whereas non-structure kNN approaches may be 

used to vast volumes of data, structure-based kNN techniques can be applied to tiny volumes of data.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The smallest datasets are often subjected to the query processing approach, which uses any in-memory algorithms like 

B+trees, R-trees, etc. to provide the desired results. Yet, it is incredibly difficult for typical query processing techniques 

to extract the necessary data within the allotted time when the datasets are vast, high dimensional, or unclear. Under 

these circumstances, the closest neighbor approaches are essential. In the areas of pattern recognition, text classification, 

object identification, and other areas, the closest neighbor (NN) approach is relatively straightforward, extremely 

successful, and efficient. It has several benefits, including simplicity, robustness to noisy training data, reduced query 

time and memory needs, etc., but it also has drawbacks, including computational complexity, memory scalability issues, 

and high algorithm execution costs. 

The closest neighbor (NN) rule uses its nearest neighbor, whose class is already known, to determine the category of an 

unknown data point. This rule is often used in applications for object identification, event recognition, ranking models 

text classification, pattern recognition, and text categorization. For stationary locations, a variety of strategies have 

been put forth for processing closest neighbor queries quickly. The entire set of data is divided into training data and 

sample data points, with the k-nearest neighbor being within the first group. The distance between each training point 

and the sample point is measured, and the point with the lowest distance is referred to as the closest neighbor. Although 

this method is fairly simple to use, the outcome might occasionally be affected by the value of k. 

The non-structured k-NN method has been enhanced to handle the growing dimensionality of the data space. In order 

to identify a class of sample data points, T. M. Cover et al. hypothesized that the closest neighbor may be determined 

based on the value of k, which determines the number of nearest neighbors. Eventually, weights were used to enhance 

it. According to how far away from the sample data point they are, the training points are given weights. The two 

fundamental problems with the aforementioned approaches are their computational complexity and memory needs. To 

overcome memory constraints, the size of the data set is decreased by repeating patterns that do not offer further 

information, and the data points that have no bearing on the outcome are removed from the training data set. 

In addition to time and memory constraints, the value of k is primarily taken into account to identify the category of the 

unknown sample. Many approaches, including ranking, fake neighbor information, clustering, etc., are utilized to speed 

up traditional kNN. In the regions of moving objects, where query indexing rather than object indexing is used, non-
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structured k-NN approaches are further enhanced. As the objects in a database are constantly moving, query indexing is 

used instead of object indexing. 

 

II. KNN TECHNIQUES 

 

Structure Based KNN Technique: 
Tree structures are used by the structure-based k-NN approach to represent the training datasets. A Voronoi cell 

approach designed exclusively for closest neighbor searches was put forth by Berchtold. Index structures used by 

range queries are based on branch-and-bound techniques. An R-tree indexes the points in Roussopoulos's famous 

technique, which uses depth-first traversal of the tree and an R-tree to discover the k nearest neighbors. The items 

in the tree's nodes are sorted and pruned throughout the traverse depending on a variety of criteria. This method 

was streamlined by Cheung and Fu without sacrificing performance. Branch-and-bound algorithms are altered 

using a variety of techniques, particularly when used with highdimensional data, to better fit closest neighbor 

situations. 

When the k nearest neighbors are obtained, a variety of incremental methods for similarity ranking have been put forth 

that can quickly compute the (k +1)-st nearest neighbor. They employ an R-global tree's priority queue for the items 

that need to be visited. Hjaltason et alincremental .'s closest neighbor approach, which employs a priority queue of the 

R+-tree's items to be visited, is more detailed. They demonstrate the effectiveness of this best-first traversal for the 

provided R-tree. Henrich suggested an approach that uses two priority queues and is quite similar to this one. Multi-

step closest neighbor query processing algorithms are often utilized for high-dimensional data.Ting Liu proposed the 

Ball Tree idea. It is a binary tree in which the internal nodes are utilized to quickly search through the leaves, which 

also carry information. The Figure demonstrates this. 1. It is faster than kNN and uses a top-down method. 

The training data are split into right node and left node for the k-dimensional trees. based on query history. The tree's 

left or right side is looked at. Records in the terminal node are then reviewed to determine which data node is the 

closest to the query record. The NFL idea, which separates the training data into planes, was suggested by Stan Z. Li et 

al. By leveraging the feature lines that run through each pair of samples from the same class, it is utilized to improve 

the representational capability of a sample set with a small size. The NFL categorization approach is shown with an 

example. The NFL distance is given rank 1 after the assessed distances are sorted in increasing order. 

Local Nearest Neighbor, put out by W. Zheng et al., is an enhancement to NFL in that it assesses the feature line and 

feature point in each class, but only for points whose corresponding prototypes are neighbors of query point[23]. The 

"Tunable Measure," which Yongli Zhou et al. introduce [24], is used to evaluate distances for NFL rather than feature 

lines.It initially calculates distance using configurable metrics before implementing NFL steps. 

 

Non Structure Based KNN: 
For resolving closest neighbor problems for moving objects in one dimensional space, Kollios et al. put up a 

sophisticated method. The future trajectory of a moving point x(t) = x0 + vx t is changed into a point (x0, vx) in a so-

called dual space by their approach using a duality transformation. In the "1.5-dimensional" example, when objects are 

traveling in the plane but are only allowed to move along a few line segments, the solution is generalized to include all 

possible scenarios (e.g., corresponding to a road network). The processing of Continuous RNN (CRNN) requests when 

k=1 was, nevertheless, the subject of research by Tian Xia and Donghui Zhang. They use a technique called 60-degree 

pruning for their approach. 

The monitoring region of a CRNN query is defined as six pie-regions and six cir-regions. A continuous nearest 

neighbor query is used to monitor the candidate in each sub-space, called continuous filter. Frequent Updated R-Tree 

(FUR) and hash tables are used to store the cir-region, and optimization techniques like lazy-update and partial-insert 

are proposed to avoid unnecessary NN searches and reduce the updates on the FUR-tree. Albers et al. [29] investigated 

Voronoi diagrams of continuously moving points, and proposed a solution for finding the k nearest neighbors for a 

moving query point. Song et al. and Tao et al. considered the nearest neighbor problem for a query point moving on a 

line segment for static and for moving data points. The time period is divided into n equal-length intervals, and the 

algorithm tries to reuse the information contained in the result sets of the previous samples. Bailey and proposed 

weighted kNN (WkNN) algorithms use weights to evaluate distances and assign weights to each calculated value. CNN 

and Reduced Nearest Neighbor (RNN) algorithms store the patterns one by one and eliminate duplicate ones. Model 

Based kNN selects similarity measures and creates a similarity matrix. Subash C et al. improved the kNN by 

introducing the concept of ranks. Modified kNN uses validity of all data samples in the training data set to classify the 

class of the sample data point. 
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Yong zeng et al., proposed a new concept to classify sample data points. The method introduces the pseudo neighbor, 

which is not the actual nearest neighbor. Euclidean distance is evaluated and pseudo neighbor with greater weight is 

found and classified for unknown sample. Clustering is used to calculate nearest neighbor. Each training dataset is 

clustered based on the ‗k' value and all cluster centers form a new training set. Weighting is assigned to each cluster 

according to number of training samples in clusters. 

III. REVERSE KNN TECHNIQUE 

 

Reverse k-nearest neighbor (RkNN) queries return the data objects that have the query object in the set of their nearest 

neighbors. The goal of aRkNN query is to identify the influence of a query object on the whole data set. However, the 

relationship between k-NN and RkNN is not symmetric and the number of the reverse K-nearest neighbors is not 

known in advance. RkNN queries are more expensive than k-NN queries, requiring the running time of O(n2) and 

O(n). 

Stanoi et al. has proved that the RNN problem can be reduced to the NN problem. Korn and Muthukrishnan use two R-

trees for the querying, insertion, and deletion of points. Yang and Lin introduce an Rdnn-tree, which makes it possible 

to answer both RNN queries and NN queries using a single tree. Singh et al. proposed an algorithm where RkNN 

candidates are found by performing a regular kNN query, but it does not always find all RkNN points. Tao et al. and 

Maheshwari et al. propose main memory data structures for answering RNN queries in two dimensions.Tobias Emrich 

et al. proposed a novel concept of Constrained Reverse k-Nearest Neighbor (CRkNN) search on mobile objects 

(clients) performed at a central server. The CRkNN query computes the set RkNN(q) of objects, for a given query 

object q, if and only if the result set exceeds a specific threshold, say ‗m', else the query reports an empty result. This 
approach minimizes the amount of communication between clients and central server by using the approximation of the 

positions to identify true hits and true drops. An example of CRkNN for monochromatic and bichromatic cases is 

shown in [Figure.3]. The mono-chromatic CR1NN query returns points 1 and 4 if, for some threshold value m є {1, 2} 
or nothing if m ≤ 3. In the bi-chromatic case, two object sets Dred (red objects) and Dblue (blue objects) are 

considered. 

 

The algorithm automatically generates mask image without user interaction that contains only text regions to be 

inpainted.  

IV. OTHER NEAREST NEIGHBOR TECHNIQUE 

 

Dimitris Papadias et al. and YunjunGao et al. proposed two types of MNN queries: MNNP and MNNT queries, which 

utilize batch processing and reusing technology to reduce the I/O cost and CPU time. They also proposed a technique 

on finding the mutual nearest neighbor, which returns the mutual neighbors of q (for a specified k1 and k2) at any time. 

However, this algorithm doesn't deal with the bichromatic datasets and can be further pruned to increase the 

performance. 

 

S
.
N
o 

Technique Concept Merits Demerits Applications 

1 
BallTreeknearest 
neighbor(BTKNN)[1
9,20] 

To 
improvethespeed 

1. Compatibilewit
hhighdimensionalObje
cts. 
2. Representeddat
aaretuned well to 
structure3.Simpletoimp
lement 
4.Especiallyusedforgeo
metriclearning 

Implementation costis high. 
Whendistanceisincreased,per
formance isdecreased. 

Robotic, 
vision,speech,
graphics 
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2 

 
 
k-d treenearest 
neighbor(kdNN)[21] 

 
To dividethe 
trainingdata 
setsintotwohalves 

 

 
1.Perfect balancedtrees 
are formed2.It is fast 
andsimple 

1.Computationalcomplexity
2.Exhaustive search 
isrequired 
3.Chanceofmisleadingthe 

points as it blindlysplits the 
points into twohalves. 

 
 
 
Multidimensi
onal 
datapoints. 

3 

 

 
Nearestfeature 
LineNeighbor(NFL)[
22] 

 
To 
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forclassification 
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n2.Effective 
algorithmforsmalldatas
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informationin nearest 
neighbor areused 

1.Chance of failure ifthe 
model inNFL isfar away 
from 
querypoint2.Computational
Complexity 
3. Hard to illustrate 
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Face 
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oblems 

4 

 
 
 
Local
 NearestNeigh
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onnearestneighbo
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querypoint 

 
 
 

1.Overcomes 

thelimitationsofNFL 
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ofcomputations 

 
 

 
FaceRecogniti

on 

5 
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 NearestNei
ghbor(TNN)[24] 

Calculatesthedista
ncefirst 
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1.Effectiveforsmalldata

sets 

1.Large number 

ofcomputations 
Biasproblems 

6 
CenterbasedNearestN
eighbor(CNN)[25] 

To 
connectsamplepoi
nt 
withknownlabele
dpointsonacenter 
line 

1.Highlyefficientforsm

alldatasets 

1.Largenumberofcomputatio

ns 

PatternRecog

nition 

7 
Orthogonal 
SearchTreeNearestN
eighbor 

Tospeedupthepro
cess 
,Orthogonalsearch 
treesareused 

1.LessComputationtim
e 2.Effectivefor large 
datasets 

1.Querytimeismore 
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8 

 
 
Principal     AxisTree 
Nearest Neighbor 
(PAT)[27] 
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nd PATsearch 

 
1.Goodperformance2.F
astSearch 

 

 

 

1.Computational 
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9

. 

 
 
 
kNearestNeighbor(k
NN)[9] 

 
To 
findthenearestnei
ghbor based on 
‗k‘ value 

1.Trainingisveryfast2.S
imple and easy tolearn 
3.Robust to 
noisytrainingdata 
4 .Effective if training 
data 
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1.Biasedbyvalueofk2.Comp
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3.Memorylimitation4.Being

asupervisedlearning 

lazyalgorithm i.e. 

runsslowly 
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1

0

. 

 
 
Weightedknearestnei
ghbor (WkNN) [33] 

 
To 
assignweightston
eighborsbased 
ondistancecalcula
ted 

1. Overcomeslimitatio
nsofkNNby 
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equalweighttokneighbo
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implicitly. 

2. Uses all 
trainingsamplesnot 
justk. 
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algorithmglobalone 

 

 

1.Computationalcomplexity 
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neighbor (CNN)[34] 
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extra information 
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V. CONCLUSION  

 

This paper compares the merits and demerits of structure and non-structure k-Nearest Neighbor techniques. 

Structure based algorithms such as Ball Tree, k-d Tree, Principal Axis Tree (PAT), and Orthogonal Structure Tree 

(OST), Nearest Feature Line (NFL), and Center Line (CL) are easy to construct and cost effective. Non structure based 

kNN techniques like simple k-NN technique have the drawback of memory limitation and biased by ‗k' value. 

Constrained RkNN, Continuous RkNN and Mutual Nearest Neighbor are widely used in the moving object datasets, 

Aggregate kNN and Reverse kNN techniques are used in spatial datasets, and various kNN algorithms are proposed to 

reduce the time complexity and computational complexity. Only few algorithms are there to reduce the dimensionality 

and is yet to be analyzed by the researchers. 
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